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Chinese Childrens' Scrolls Highlight Moon
Festival
ings from the
Ashland and
Phoenix Elementary
Schools to Fujian in return
for 70 paintings
from students
in two schools
in Fuzhou, the
capital of Fujian Province.

n September 20 the Northwest Regional China

OCouncil held its Annual Meeting and Moon Festival celebration at the Formosa Harbor restaurant.
A main feature of the evening was the silent auction
of 43 of the 120 scrolls painted by children in
Oregon's sister province of Fujian. Two weeks prior
to the dinner these paintings were shown to the public in Portland's Artquake and were featured in a
story in the Sunday Living section of The Oregonian.
The story behind the scrolls shows what one person
can accomplish on his own, given enough dedication
and enthusiasm. Ed Murray teaches marketing, psychology, and world civilization at Phoenix High
School in southern Oregon. He believes strongly
that Oregon's students can no longer afford to be isolated from the rest of the world. Murray's efforts to
bring China to Oregon began eight years ago in 1984
when he sought a Chinese language teacher for
Southern Oregon State College and Phoenix High
School. At the suggestion of a Chinese acquaintance,
Murray contacted the Provincial Ministry of Education in Fujian. Murray journeyed to China that summer and contacted Fujian officials. Three months of
negotiations brought Lin Benchun to Oregon to
teach. Murray says that Mr. Lin proved to be a
gifted teacher and has become a good friend.

Another time
he arranged a
competition
between the
Phoenix High
School math
team and teams

The watermelon is very big
Li Huaguo

Age 6

at Nabori-nishi
high school in Japan's Mie Prefecture and at the high
school affiliated with the Fujian Teacher's College in
Fuzhou. The competition was held and the results
exchanged by fax. The Oregon students narrowly
won out over those in Mie Prefecture, but both were
soundly beaten by the Fuzhou students (who also
had bested some Russian high school students in a
competition the previous year).

After that first trip in 1984, Murray returned three
more times. In the summer of 1988 he backpacked
through Fujian and other parts of China. Always he
tried to arrange contacts between Oregon and the
Pacific Rim neighbors. A 1987 project sent 70 paint-

Murray last returned to Fujian in the summer of
1991, after teaching in a school in Japan. He said he
saw art changing rapidly, with new themes emerg1
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ing: peace, interest in travel, more traditional
children's holiday activities, reflections on the
future. So he arranged an art contest among children in 200 schools in Fujian, sending the paintings
to America. He asked for paintings from children
between 5 and 14 (a few of the scrolls actually came
from children as young as 3) and that artists from
ethnic minorities be included. He wanted paintings
in a variety of media and a traditional style. Most of
all, he wanted the paintings to reflect the children
themselves, their daily activities, families, holidays,
and their hopes for the world. He wanted to change
the way Americans see China. He says that he
expected these paintings to destroy American
illusions about the Chinese, and hoped that it would
be impossible to come away with the same viewpoint after seeing them.

Looking at these paintings, I am convinced that I
know these children. They are my neighbors and
my daughter's friends. For Ed Murray, that is precisely the point.
Joanne Wakeland

_SP_E_C_IA_L_E_V_E_N_T_S

~

Fall Chinese Language Classes
Introduction to Chinese, Term 4: An 8-week class
October 6-November 24
Tuesday evenings, 7-9 PM
Portland State University, Smith, Room 326
Cost: $100, members; $12.5, non-members

ntroduction

The 120paintings chosen in the contest were professionally mounted on silk in the traditional way.
They revealed some exceptional artists. The children
showed themselves to be unusually skilled at depicting their world and their feelings. A cat sketched
with the spare strokes of a mature 14-year-old artist
lounges insouciantly by a keg of wine. Thirteenyear-old Wang Fang's ox seems ready to charge.
Nine-year-old Qiu Zaijie's little girls, wearing
aprons and with ribbons in their hair, dance around
delightedly waving fans and chasing butterflies.
The paintings bear titles and the artists' names, ages
and schools. The titles give away what is important
to them. A painting of a young boy apparently lighting a firecracker proclaims in large characters, "I'm
not afraid!" The artist gives his age as five-and-onehalf. A six-year-old's painting is of a "Peace
flower." Other children show their delight at wearing new clothes to school. An eleven-year-old's
painting of a crowded bicycle parking lot announces
"I am on duty today." A seven-year-old writes "[ust
you and me on the stage," while a five-year-old's
painting of two frogs by a tadpole-filled pond is
labelled, "Little tadpoles looking for Mother." Two
paintings by children eight and nine years old are
labelled, "My home is beautiful," and "The hometown moon is the brightest."
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to Chinese, Term 4, is the continuation
to Chinese class that began last
January. The eight-week course is appropriate for
those who have just completed the third term of our
introductory Mandarin Chinese course or those who
have completed the equivalent (approximately 56
hours of class) elsewhere. The course will emphasize Chinese conversation skills but will also introduce students to basic character writing and reading.
The instructor, Lu Lina, is a native of Jilin Province
and has taught Chinese language at Reed College,
Portland State University, and Pacific University.
Chinese for Today (Beijing Languages Institute) is the
text for the course.

I of the Introduction

Chinese Review: An 8-week class
October 8-December 3
Thursday evenings, 7-9 PM
Portland State University, Smith, Room 326
Cost: $100, members; $125, non-members

Chinese Review is a perfect way for those who have
had at least two years of college-level Mandarin or
the equivalent to get back into Chinese by reviewing
material covered in second-year Chinese and practicing spoken skills. The course will focus on intermediate conversation and reading using the text,
Situational Chinese, which is based on practical dialogues. Lu Lina is the instructor (see above).

Meet Fellow Members at our Monthly
China Lunches
Third Thursdays (October 15, November 19, December 17)
New Peking Restaurant
735 SW First (Yamhill)
12:30-1:30 PM
Buffet Lunch ($5.50)
No reservations; information: 725-4567
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Join the China Council table the third Thursday of
each month at the New Peking Restaurant where we
eat together as a group and share news informally
about China. No reservations are necessary for this
no-host buffet lunch that begins at 12:30.

Membership Drive phonathon were Sarah Auker,
Grace Bayley, Lee Fitzell, Darl Kleinbach, Maggie
Lewis, Torn Lowles, Roger Luedtke, Kate McCusker,
Shelly Pittman, Amy Richter, Dave Weaver and Marcia Weinstein. Security and set up volunteers for the
exhibition of Chinese Children's Scrolls from Fujian
Province at Artquake were Norm Anderson, Dale
and Salli Archibald, Grace Bayley, Mary Brown, Valerie Chang, Liz Fischer, Lee Pitzell, Lynn Geis, Kathy
Greey, John Lai, Frances Lau, Maggie Lewis, Jodi
McDonald, Robert and Sarah Moon, Cynthia
Nawalinski, Patricia Neils, Blaze Nemeth, Ben Ngan
and Julie Wong-Ngan, Shelly Pittman, Amy Richter,
Ginger Rogers, Carolyn and David Savage, Gaelle
Snell, Bob Turner, Charles Tumer, Denise Vetterlein,
Marcia Weinstein, Molly Weinstein, Peter Wonacott,
Gloria Wong, Chuck Wood, John Zhao, Zhou
Zhongwei and George Zhu.

China Business Network Luncheon
fames Mei to Speak on Doing Business in China
Wednesday, October 14,11:30 AM-1 PM
Formosa Harbor
915 SW 2nd Ave, Portland
Lunch: $7 per person
Reservations: 725-4567

lease join us for an opportunity to hear about
James Mei's recent visit to Guangzhou (Canton)
and his views on doing business successfully in
China. Mr. Mei is an attorney with Black Helterline
and will discuss business investment negotiations in
China.

P

Special thanks to all those who made our first Moon
Festival Celebration and Annual Meeting on September 20 a success. Artists who donated their talents to
the event were Jean Choy, Grace Bayley, Kie Lee,
Lewis Lim, David-Dorian Ross, Zifen Qian, Robert
Sang, Zhao Ying and George Zhu.

There will be plenty of time for questions, discussion, and getting acquainted with other members of
the China Business Network. Guests are welcome.
Wendy Lee

Anna Elliot, Huang Zhihong and Ellie Pine produced the numerous signs for the event, while photographs in Chinese costume were taken by Ian
Brandon and Phil Fenske. Lilian Bo served as the
Master of Ceremonies.

Discussion on Status of China Studies in
Oregon
Monday, October 26,2:30-4:30 PM
Willamette Law School, Room C (121), Salem
Information: 725-4567

Other volunteers involved with the Moon Festival
include Lois Beran, Phil Brick, Rongwei Cai, Leslie
Dolin, Susan Fillin- Yeh, Lee Pitzell, Mike Hoffman,
Yulin Hu, John Lai, Maggie Lewis, Norman Locke,
John Metschan, Robert Moon, Paul Millius, Jodi
McDonald, Patricia Neils, Shelly Pittman, Ken Qin,
Amy Richter, Gaelle Snell, Don Sterling, Denise
Vetterlein, Joanne Wakeland, Dave Weaver, Marcia
Weinstein, Molly Weinstein, John and Paula Wong
and Zhong Youping. Thanks also to Tracy Yates and
Zifen Qian who designed our outstanding new
China Council T-shirts.

he Oregon State System of Higher Education and
the Northwest China Council are sponsoring a
meeting of representatives from institutions of
higher education in Oregon on October 26 to discuss
the status of China Studies in the State of Oregon.
Topics on the agenda include the effects of Measure
Five on China programs, the "Katz Bill" (House Bill
3565) which promises a boost in foreign language
education, and Dr. Christine Sproul's paper, The Status of China Studies in Oregon. Contact the China
Council if you wish to attend.

T

Our frequent mailings were sent with the help of
Fang Hong, Huang Zhihong, Maggie Lewis, Lois Leiber and Bruce McGibbon. Maggie Lewis, a student
intern from Lincoln High School, assisted with a
wide variety of office tasks during the summer
months. Many thanks also to volunteer researchers
working on the update of the China in Oregon Directory-Harfijah Chung, David Weaver, Mary Louise
Austin-Longwell and Hing Lee.

CHINA COUNCIL NEWS ~
Volunteers are much appreciated
past few months, the China Council's needs
were met with generous donations
Iofforntimethevolunteers
by many. Participating in the China Council
3
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Moon Festival Celebration Activities
Enjoyed By Many
Council's Moon Festival Celebration
TheheldChina
in conjunction with the Annual Meeting on
September 20 at Formosa Harbor proved to be a popular event. The crowd of 220 enjoyed Chinese
folkarts demonstrations, taijiquan demonstrations,
mah jongg lessons, a delicious Chinese buffet, and a
silent auction of scrolls from the Chinese Children's
Paintings collection. The benefit was successful in
raising $3,600 to support the programs of the China
Council.
For those who missed their opportunity to bid on the
scrolls available at the Moon Festival, there are 19
remaining that may be purchased for the price of the
original bids ranging from $50 to $100.

HAVE EXTRA OFFICE FURNITURE
OR EQUIPMENT?
The China Council is seeking donations of office
furniture, equipment or supplies. Items that are
most urgently needed include a copy machine,
desks, desk chairs, book shelves, file cabinets,
shelves for above desks, a literature stand and
English as a Second Language texts. For further
information call 725-4567.
Imperial Tour and Travel for their contribution of
$600 to the Tibet tour.

New Board Members and Officers
Elected in September

Jodi McDonald, an international studies major at
Portland State University, has been hired as the new
part-time secretary at the China Council, replacing
Susan McCart y who is now attending graduate
school at the University of California at Berkeley.
Jodi spent last year in Taiwan and several months
travelling in western China before returning to Portland.

our new board members were elected to the
China Council's board of directors in September:
Gretchen Morris, Patricia Neils, Joanne Wakeland,
and Charles Wu (see story on new board members
in this issue for biographical sketches). The new
board also elected officers, most of whom are serving a second one-year term: Roger A. Luedtke, President; Mel Gurtov, President-Elect; Wendy Lee,
Treasurer; and Deborah Martson, Secretary. Dennis
Johnson has retired after three terms as Treasurer, a
most demanding and important job.

Grateful Thanks for New Contributions
and Donations

_CH__IN_A_T_O_U_R_S

F

Staff News

he China Council's membership drive has
T
encouraged current members to upgrade to
higher levels of support. Individual Sponsors this
quarter are: Richard Chapman, William Fronk,
Kathyrn McCusker and Joanne Wakeland. Other
contributing members were Phillip and Helen
Chadsey, Janet Dietz, Muriel Lezak, John
Metschan, Esther Riley, Robert Turner, and Richard
and Linda Ward. Renewing their support in the
Major Donor category are William and Deborah
Martson.
We are pleased to welcome new corporate members
Fibrex and Shipping Company and Formosa Harbor Restaurant. Many thanks to this quarter's renewing corporate members: Cascade Corporation,
NIKE, Inc., Oregon Economic Development Department, and US National Bank. Special thanks to
Conant and Conant Booksellers for their contribution from book sales at events, Norman Hale who
donated a computer to the China Council office, and

~

Silk Route Tour Scheduled for June
he Northwest Regional China Council will sponsor a tour of China called Kazakhs, Uygurs,
Mongols and the Silk Road in June 1993. Join us as we
explore Inner Mongolia and Xian, cruise on the Yellow River and visit Dunhuang with the astonishing
1,000 Buddha Caves. In the heart of Central Asia we
will visit the Turpan Depression, where lush gardens
flourish 500 feet below sea level, and Ururnqi, which
is horne to many Chinese nationalities. Finally, we
will journey to Kashgar in China's far west, where,
for centuries, traders have brought goods and ideas
from China, India, Persia and the West. We will visit
Kashgar's fantastic bazaar on its most active day,
Sunday. Departure from Portland is June 16 and
return on July 8. The price is $4,550 for members
including a $350 contribution to the China Council.
A $700 ($300 refundable) deposit is needed to register.

T
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The tour is led by Steve Kosokoff, Chairman of the
Speech Communication department at Portland
State University and a frequent China traveler.
Steve, who taught twice in Huhhot, Inner Mongolia,
has led many tours of China. Pacific Rim Consultants in Colorado is the tour company which is helping us to plan the trip. If you are interested in
signing up or would like more information about
this trip, call the China Council office at (503) 7254567 or drop a line to the Northwest China Council,
PO Box 751, Portland, OR, 97207. The trip is limited
to 22 participants.

Practical Tips on Doing
Business with China
Copyright by Rongwei Cai 1992©
the role that the People's Republic of
While
China can play in global diplomatic affairs
seems to be less important in this post-cold war
world, its role in world trade seems to be increasing.
Three years after the tragedy in Tiananmen Square,
China again has become a hot spot for foreign investment, led by Taiwanese, Hong Kong, Japanese, and
European companies. In some coastal cities and
towns in China, industrial output, trade, and foreign
investment have been increasing at an annual rate of
15 to 30 percent.
Many business people who have experience dealing
with China, however, remain frustrated by the
unforeseen difficulties and red tape that they encounter. Here are some practical tips for the business person to keep in mind:
1. As a general rule, choose a Chinese partner
located in a coastal city or town. Coastal areas are
more business oriented than inland areas and can
provide a better work force to support trade and
investment. Local regulations in many coastal areas
also give foreign investors tax breaks and other financial incentives. However, the foreign investor may
not always have the option of working with coastal
businesses. For example, many major oil fields,
mines, and most of the major heavy industrial plants
are located inland.
2. Do not expect that you can stay in the United
States and conduct business with China from an
arm's-length, unless you sell products like Boeing
airplanes. Not only should you provide the Chinese
partners with relevant technology, you should also

send someone to stay or travel there, at least in the
initial stage of operations, to oversee quality control.
3. Do not assume that a big, state-owned company is
always the best partner. On the contrary, many
Hong Kong and Taiwan business people have found
more success in private or collective enterprises. The
salary and promotion system in a state-owned enterprise usually provides little incentive for the employees to run a profitable business. Do not assume that
your Chinese partner's strong political affiliations
will guarantee success. Companies with strong political ties may suffer in the event of political turmoil.
Also, you will have no recourse if political events disrupt your business.
4. Hire a Chinese once you decide to trade or invest
in China. Like Japan and other Asian countries,
China is a homogeneous society, and many Chinese
have never in their lives encountered a foreigner,
much less done business with one. There are more
than 60,000 Chinese students and scholars in the universities and colleges in the United States, most of
whom are well educated in their specialties. If you
cannot afford to hire someone in the US, hire an
English-speaking person in China, or team up with
someone in Hong Kong or Taiwan.
5. Always find out who you are dealing with. Business cards often have mistakes and mistranslations.
For example, "director" sometimes means" general
manager" or "president." Sometimes a Chinese delegate will hide his identity for political or diplomatic
reasons. For example, the party secretary of a city
may visit the United States as an officer of the local
chapter of the People's Friendship Association (a
national non-profit organization that promotes people-to-people friendship with other countries).
6. Always insist that a business transaction be formalized by legal documents. Almost every province,
city, and major foreign trade company has in-house
counsel. Most Chinese companies understand they
need to put something in writing when they deal
with foreign companies. Furthermore, an international transaction will not be approved by the government unless it is evidenced by sufficient legal
documents.
7. Always be patient. Several years ago someone
asked me to assist them in finding a potential buyer
for a power plant facility in China. After the initial
contact with a Chinese company, nothing was heard
until two years later. Then the Chinese company
contacted me again and expressed strong interest in
the facility.
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Because of the experience Chinese and American
companies have gained with each other in the past
decade, and because of better industry infrastructure
and legal protection, opportunities continue to
improve for American companies wishing to do business with China.

Old/New: A herdsman may spend the day on horseback tending a flock of sheep, as his ancestors have
done for thousands of years, only to return to his
yurt at dusk, turn on a battery-powered television,
and watch a European film or see news from New
York. How long will he be content with his life?
Even now, he or his children are saving for a motorcycle.

Rongwei Cai

Mongolian Contradictions

¥

Primitive/Modern:
A peasant sits at a stall in
Huhhot's "Old Town" selling handmade teapots or
rugs while less than a mile away the Ruyi high-tech
development zone is trying to attract overseas hightech business investment. While some in Inner Mongolia are living in relative poverty the economy is
booming (although not as much as in many other
parts of China).

Steve Kosokoff, Chair of the Department of Speech Communication at Portland State University, lived and
taught in China's Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region
1981 and 1983. He will lead a China Council tour, entitled Kazakhs, Uygurs, Mongols, and the Silk Road, June
1993 to Inner Mongolia and other parts of China's Northwest. Here he offers some thoughts about life in Inner
Mongolia today. (Ed. note)

Han/Mongol: The population of Inner Mongolia is
roughly 17 million Han and only 4 million Mongols.
The two groups have never much liked or trusted
each other. Recently there has been an increase in
Mongol demonstrations urging independence, unification with (Outer) Mongolia, expulsion of Han, etc.
While not on the scale of that seen in Tibet or
Xinjiang, this discontent could develop into a very
nasty situation in the not-so-distant future.

ao Zedong, in "On Contradiction," argued that
it is contradiction, conflict, difference that,
"pushes society forward." His thinking can surely
be applied to China's Inner Mongolian Autonomous
Region (IM), where contradictions abound and
change and movement are accelerating. What are
some of these contradictions and what kinds of
changes might they produce?

M

Party / Non-Party: Many of those recently arrested
or imprisoned for so-called "splittist" activities have
been Communist Party or Communist Youth League

CHINA COUNCIL T-SHIRT ORDER FORM
The China Council's outstanding new T-shirts with moon motif are available for purchase for $12.95. They
are midnight blue, 100% cotton, Hanes Beefy T-shirts. The image is a golden crescent moon behind a
dynamic red yue, the Chinese character for moon.
$12.95per T-shirt
Add for SHIPPING AND HANDLING per order-$3
Name ------------------------------------------------------------------------Address ----------------------------------------------------------------------Please indicate the number of T-shirts desired next to the appropriate size(s).
Small
Amount Enclosed

Large

Extra large

------------------

To use Visa or Mastercard:
Visa/Mastercard
Expiration date

number

------------------Signature

Send form with payment to Northwest Regional China Council, P.O. Box 751, Portland, OR 97207.
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members. What all this means for the future of the
Communist Party of China is impossible to determine.

Steve Durrant's fascination with China probably
solidified during his college years when he studied
Chinese in Taiwan. He went on to earn his PhD in
Chinese Language and Literature at the University
of Washingon. He taught Chinese and was head of
the foreign language department at the University of
Utah and is now teaches Chinese and acts as associate dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at the
University of Oregon. He has conducted five tours
to China for the Smithsonian and has lived in Taiwan for a total of three or four years over his ten or
twelve visits there. His research interest is in ancient
Chinese texts, and he is working on a book about the
historian Sima Qian, from the second century B.C.

Outer / Inner: Inner Mongolia's Mongols look north
where their compatriots have their own country, elections, and use their own language. Some flee there
for safety. Inner Mongolians also look south to
Shanghai and even to Hong Kong for business
investment and other development sources.
Inner Mongolia today is characterized by multiple
contradictions: discontent, demonstrations, arrests,
secessionism, and at the same time, development,
growth, accommodation; a poor peasant population
and a booming urban economy; a traditional culture
under fire and a recovering Buddhist church; a freedom-and-democracy movement and an increasingly-hardline party apparatus.

As a brand-new member of the China Council, he
hopes to stimulate statewide interest in China, facilitate Oregonians traveling to China and work on adding Chinese to the curriculum of more Oregon high
schools.

Mao Zedong taught that it is this conflict between
competing aspects of contradictions that produces
growth and development. And after that? More contradictions, of course. If you would like to see
change at work in China today, join the China Council on its 1993 study tour. For further information
see CHINA TOURS in this issue.

Wendy Lee's professional interest in international
taxation led her to join the China Council to keep
abreast of developments in her field. Three years
ago she accepted an assignment at the KPMG Peat
Marwick office in Hong Kong and worked there for
two years, doing US tax returns. During that time,
she traveled to the PRC several times. Now back in
Portland, she works with many people who do business or have customers in China. She chairs the
China Business Network and looks forward to its
new series of business lunches. She is also Treasurer
of the China Council.

SteveKosokoff

_N_e_w_B_o_a_r_d_M_e_m_b_e_r_s __
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leven new members joined the Northwest China
Council's Board this fall, each bringing unique
background and enthusiasms.

After learning Chinese at Yalethrough the Air Force,
Paul Millius went on to get a degree in East Asian
politics at the University of California at Berkeley.
Since 1978he has been involved with various business deals in China. He first went to China in 1979
and has been a number of times since. Some of his
successful business matches between Chinese and
foreign firms have been for building machine tools,
manufacturing electronic parts and selling scientific
and technical books to the national and university
libraries. As a board member of Planned Parenthood, he traveled to Henan, China, recently on a family planning delegation.

Cai Rongwei came to the US in 1986 from Xiamen,
where he was born. He was in his third year of law
school in Xiamen and studied at Columbia Law
School, receiving his Master of Law degree in 1987.
He then earned his JD degree at Lewis and Clark
Law School in 1990. During this time, he returned
home once, in early 1989, for the happy event of getting married. Now he and his wife live in Portland,
where he works with Tonkon, Torp Law Firm, doing
general business and corporate law, with some work
in immigration law. Professionally, he hopes to
develop a practice in international trade and investment, especially with Greater China.

Out of the last five generations of her family,
Gretchen Morris is the only one not to live in China
for an extended period. Her great-grandfather went
to China 112years ago as a medical missionary. Her
grandfather was born and raised in China, and, later,
worked with the foreign service as a diplomat there.
Her mother was also born and raised in China and
met her husband, Gretchen's father, there. Now

Although US-China affairs are now somewhat
removed from the public eye, he believes that many
firms are currently doing business with the Chinese
and he would like to see the China Council build on
such contacts to establish a wider financial base.
7
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Gretchen's daughter and son-in-law are on their
way to live and work in Tibet; her daughter has been
working with a placement service for English teachers in China for the past six years. Gretchen and her
husband hope to visit Tibet next year. Gretchen's
law practice in Corvallis covers estate planning and
trusts as well as business and income tax.
An invitation to speak at a China Council luncheon
in 1986 brought the organization to Joseph Moyle's
attention. At the time he was head of the Domestic
Section of the US Embassy in Beijing; in this post,
which he held three years, he did political analysis of
the Chinese situation. After leaving Beijing in 1987
he served as Refugee Coordinator in Kuala Lumpur
for those coming to the US from Vietnam. Throughout his career in the Foreign Service, from 1966 to
1991, he worked mostly in Asia, in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Malaysia, Burma. He also spent time in Libya
and Connecticut. He has founded a Eugene chapter
of the Hash House Harriers, a running group with
branches allover the world.
He sees the future of the China Council as tied to the
changes that happen in China. The one certainty is
that there will be change but the exact direction for
China and, therefore, for the NWRCC, remains to be
seen.
Patricia Neils runs an import company selling
unique decorative accessories from Asia. She
worked as an interior designer before starting her
own company six years ago. On her travels, about
twice a year, she looks for objects that can be used in
daily life, such as antique basketry. She has traveled
most often to Thailand, Burma, and Indonesia,
where she is often attracted to items crafted by the
many overseas Chinese living in southeast Asia. It
was through her business that she was drawn to the
China Council, and she has been a member since its
inception as an independent entity. She currently
chairs the Fujian Children's Scroll Committee and
has organized such successful events as the
Artquake exhibition.
Amy Richter traveled to China in 1987, touring" the
usual sights". She earned her educational credentials at Smith College and the University of Pennsylvania and has been in Portland for six years. An
attorney, she does business and real estate contracts
and also some art law. She most recently chaired the
committee for the China Council's Moon Festival celebration and hopes the Council will continue its
excellent programming. Of special interest to her is
the historical and cultural programming through

which the organization contributes to better understanding of China in the local community.
Newspapers have been Donald Sterling's work and
it was newspapers that took him to China on a tour
with a delegation from the American Society of
Newspaper Editors in 1978. He visited China again
in 1987 as a private tourist. He was editor of the Oregon Journal, Portland's afternoon paper, until it
ceased publication in 1982. He then joined the The
Oregonian, working as assistant to the publisher, covering community affairs, and writing editorials until
his retirement this spring. He is a past president of
the Oregon Historical Society and has been a member of China Council since its beginning.
Joanne Wakeland, the editor of the China Council
Quarterly, once taught Chinese at the college level
and has a PhD in Chinese history from the University of Michigan. Her interest in Asia goes back to
her college days at Carleton College, when she spent
a summer in Japan. She has also studied in Taiwan
and journeyed to South Korea, Hong Kong, and
Macao. She is a technical writer with Integrated
Measurement Systems, where she writes technical
manuals. The China Council could profit by paying
more attention to Greater China, she suggests, since
that seems to be a direction of greater popularity and
trade interest.
Reed professor Charles Wu was born in Shanghai
and came to the US in 1980 from Beijing, where he
was associate professor at the Beijing Foreign Studies
University (formerly Beijing Institute of Foreign Languages). He earned his PhD in English literature
from Columbia and taught at Phillips Academy in
Andover, coming to Reed College in 1988. He
teaches Chinese language and literature, comparative literature, and Chinese linguistics. His interest
in qigong has led him to practice the art for many
years in addition to researching it. He has developed friendships with many of the major qigong masters from China. This fall, while he is on leave from
Reed, he plans a trip to China to do research and to
lecture. He is a core planner for the China Council's
upcoming March symposium "Language in Changing China" .
Nancy Dollahite
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: This issue was prepared by Susan Brick,Rongwei Cai, Nancy Dollah-

ite, Micki Home, Steve Kosokoff,Jane Larson,
Wendy Lee, ElliePine, John Sinclair,Gaelle Snell,
Chris Sproul, Joanne Wakeland, and Marcia Weinstein. Computer Tools,Inc. was the desktop publisher.
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Tektronix-Americas Pacific Operations
Rose E. Tucker Charitable Trust
PATRONS
First Interstate Bank of Oregon
Intel Personal Computer Enhancement Operation
KPMG Peat Marwick
Lasco Shipping
Roger A. Luedtke
Nike, Inc.
OCRI Foundation
United Airlines
MAJOR DONORS
Blackwell North America

CALENDAR
OCTOBER
1-14
1-31

3
4-5

5

6-Spring
6-November

10/8-12/3

9

12

24

WINDOWS INTO CHINA: Traveling exhibit on contemporary life in China, sponsored by Linfield College. Linn-Benton Community College. Information: Rosario Aglialoro, 472-4121 ext. 222.
JINSHAN PEASANTS' PAINTING ACADEMY EXHIBIT: Paintings depicting the nature of rural Chinese traditions. Butters Gallery Pacwest, Pac west Center Upper Lobby, 1211 SW Fifth; 11:30 AM-1:oo
PM, Weds-Fri, and by appointment. Information: 248-9378.
OREGON INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL DINNER: Celebrating the OIC's tenth anniversary. Marco
Polo Restaurant, 19 NW Fifth; $18.-$20. Information: 378-4960.
AN ACUPUNCTURIST'S
ACUPUNCTURE: MERIDIAN THERAPY AND TRIGGER POINTS IN
THE TREATMENT OF CHRONIC PAIN SYNDROME: Weekend seminar on innovative approaches to
acupuncture techniques with Mark Seem, Ph.D., Dipl. Ac (NCCA). Oregon College of Oriental Medicine;
9 AM-NOON,
1:30-5 PM; call for tuition information. Information: 253-3443.
TRACING THE BUDDHA'S FOOTPRINTS: INDIAN ORIGINS OF THE BUDDHA IMAGE AND
ITS TRANSMISSION
TO CHINA: Lecture by Dr. Germaine Fuller in connection with "Worlds of the
Spirit: The Role of Religion in Chinese Art" exhibition. Berg Swann Auditorium, Portland Art Museum,
1219 SW Park; 5:30 PM; $5. Information: 226-2811.
WORLDS OF THE SPIRIT: THE ROLE OF RELIGION IN CHINESE ART: Exhibition at the Portland
Art Museum, 1219 SW Park. Information: 226-2811.
.• INTRODUCTION
TO CHINESE, TERM 4: Eight-week fourth term of beginning Chinese, sponsored
by the China Council. Taught by Lu Lina. Tuesdays, 7-9 PM at PSU's Smith Center 326. China Council
members: $100; non-members:
$125. Information: 725-4567.
.• CHINESE REVIEW: Eight-week class Chinese review for those who have had two years of college-level
Mandarin, sponsored by the China Council. Taught by Lu Lina. Thursdays, 7-9 PM at PSU's Smith Center 326. China Council members: $100; non-members:
$125. Information: 725-4567.
ASIAN UPDATE 1992: Reports by Oregon educators on recent visits to Asian countries and the importance of current Asian developments to Oregon and the U.S.; sponsored by the Oregon International Council. South Eugene High School, Eugene; call for times and cost. Information: 378-4960.
WORLDLY RESCUE, HEAVENLY BLISS: BUDDHAS AND BODHISATTVAS IN EARLY CHINESE
BUDDHIST ART: Lecture by Father Harrie Vanderstappen in connection with "Worlds of the Spirit: The
Role of Religion in Chinese Art." Berg Swann Auditorium, Portland Art Museum, 1219 SW Park; 5:30
PM; $5. Information: 226-2811.
9
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14

.• CHINA BUSINESS NETWORK LUNCHEON: James Mei, recently returned from China, speaks on
doing business in China. Formosa Harbor, 915 SW 2nd Ave, Portland; 11:30 AM -1 PM; $7. Information:
725-4567

15

.• MONTHLY CHINA LUNCH: Informal, no-host China Council luncheon. New Peking Restaurant,
SW First; 12:30-1:30 PM. No reservations; $5.50 for buffet lunch. Information: 725-4567.

735

10/15--12/17

THE PACIFIC CENTURY: Television series/course
Pacific Basin's economic and political development.

10/16-11/3

WINDOWS INTO CHINA: Traveling exhibit on contemporary life in China, sponsored by Linfield College. Cedar Mill Library, 12505 NW Cornell Rd, Portland. Information: Rosario Aglialoro, 472-4121 ext.
222.

18

14TH ANNUAL CHINESE FOOD FAIRE: " All you can eat" buffet-style benefit dinner featuring a wide
variety of Asian specialties, sponsored by the Chinese Citizens Alliance and the Chinese Chamber of
Commerce. Portland Masonic Temple, 1119 SW Park; 5:30 PM; for tickets and information: 224-4082 or
223-6278 or 292-6159.

19

THE BODHISAITVA OF COMPASSION: ROLES AND IMAGES OF GUANYIN IN LATER CHINESE BUDDHIST ART and GALA DINNER: Lecture by Father Harrie Vanderstappen in connection
with "Worlds of the Spirit: The Role of Religion in Chinese Art" exhibition, followed by a dinner. Portland Art Museum, 1219 SW Park; Lecture: 5:30, Dinner: 7:15; Lecture: $5., Dinner: $25. Information: 2262811.

21

SPEECH BY CHINESE AMBASSADOR ZHU QIZHEN: Sponsored by World Affairs Council of Oregon. Time and Place TBA. Information: 274-7488 .

of ten one-hour programs surveying
On PBS; Thursdays, 10 PM.

150 years of the

.• STATUS OF CHINA STUDIES IN OREGON DISCUSSION: See entry under "Special Events".
ette Law School, Room C (121); 2:30-4:30 PM. Information: 725-4567.

26

Willam-

28

THE PACIFIC CENTURY: A special showing of the PBS series/ course. Time and Place TBA. Information: Charlotte Kennedy, 274-7488.

30-31

TEACHER'S SEMINAR: CHINA IN WORLD HISTORY: K-12 educator's seminar sponsored by the
Oregon International Council. Douglas Education Service District, Roseburg; call for schedule; $20. for
qualified applicants. Information: Bonnie Leonard, 440-4756.

NOVEMBER
11/5-12/10

WINDOWS INTO CHINA: Traveling exhibit on contemporary life in China, sponsored by Linfield College. Multnomah County Library, 801 SW Tenth. Information: Rosario Aglialoro, 472-4121 ext 222.

7

OPENING RECEPTION FOR WINDOWS TO CHINA EXHIBITION: Reception includes refreshments
and traditional Chinese music. Multnomah County Library, 801 SW Tenth; time TEA; free to the public.
Information: Rosario Aglialoro, 472-4121 ext 222 .

19

.• MONTHLY CHINA LUNCH: Informal, no-host China Council luncheon. New Peking Restaurant,
SW First; 12:30-1 :30 PM. No reservations; $5.50 for buffet lunch. Information: 725-4567.

735

.• MONTHLY CHINA LUNCH: Informal, no-host China Council luncheon. New Peking Restaurant,
SW First; 12:30-1 :30 PM. No reservations; $5.50 for buffet lunch. Information: 725-4567

735

DECEMBER
17

CORRECTION
In our last issue the last paragraph of fohn Sinclair's film review was omitted. We apologize for the error and have
printed the missing portion of the article below.

Raise the Red Lantern
Director: Zhang Yimou
Screenplay: Ni Zhen (based on the original novel by Su Tong)
Producer: Chiu Fu-Sheng
Cast: Gong Li; Ma [inguru; He Caifei; Cao Cuifeng; fin Shuyuan; Kong Bin

But Zhang's importance as a political and philosophical cynosure is secondary to his remarkable talent as
an artist; with lush imagery and incisive, intelligent storytelling, he overturns our expectations, breaks our
hearts, unsettles our minds, and weaves together historical detail and selective cultural traditions to create
more than a film; rather an experience which is at once human and transcendent.
John Sinclair

10
China Council Quarterly

THE NORTHWEST REGIONAL CHINA COUNCIL ANNOUNCES THE

1992 Oregon-China Trade Update
CHINA • HONG KONG • SINGAPORE • TAIWAN

The 1992 Oregon-China Trade Update is
a valuable reference for Oregonians
doing business with China, Taiwan,
Hong Kong and Singapore.
• Be in touch with the largest potential
market in the world
• Know the local contacts who can
help you develop China business
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• Contains over 450 Oregon and
Southwestern Washington businesses
and trade organizations
• Has 27 categories including:
- Manufacturers
-Banks
- Accounting Firms
- Consultants
-Importers
-Exporters
- Freight Forwarders/Transportation
Firms
-Law Firms
- Trade Organizations
- Chinese Government Offices
in the US
• Printed directly from the Council's
Oregon-China Relations Database.

*** CUSTOM SEARCHES, MAILING
LABELS,AND REPORTS AVAILABLE.
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Oregon: A Resource Directory
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• Access information on other companies doing business in your field

• Updates and expands the trade
section of the 1988 China in

D.·, •.

Sample entry in the 1992 Oregon-China Trade Update

~-----------------1992 Oregon-China Trade Update
"I
I

:

Order Form

:

I -I

Copies of the 1992 Oregon-China
$19.50each.

I -I
I
I
I -I

Copies of the 1988 China in Oregon: A Resource
Directory for $11.95 each.
Package Price:
Copies of Trade Update and Resource Directory
for the package price of $29.50.

I $ 4.00 Shipping and Handling
II $__
TOTAL ENCLOSED
I Nmne
I
I Company ---------.,.----------------I Address
: City. State. Zip

I Visa

I

Trade Update for

_

_
Phone

or Mastercard No.

: Name on Card

_
_
_

I Exp. Date ----------------I Signature
_
I SEND FORM AND CHECKlVISAIMC CHARGE TO:
I Continuing Education Publications, Portland State University
I P.O. Box 1394,Portland, OR 972fJ7
L.!elephone Ord~:

(503) 725-48~ ~1-800-547-8882:. Ext. 48~

I

/

MEMBERSHIP FORM
Northwest Regional China Council Members receive invitations to China Council events, a subscription to the quarterly newsletter, and
discounts on admission fees and books.
Name
_
I would like to volunteer to help the China Council with:
Address

_

City/ State / Zip

_

Home Phone

WorkPhone

_

Occupation

__Assisting
__Publicity

__Hosting/Escorting
_

Special Interest in China

at events

_

speakers/Chinese students and visitors

Office work
__Fundraising
__

Recruiting members
Research

Membership Category - Please check the category you wish:
-$25

Major Donor

-$250-$500

Family

-$35

Patron

-$500-$1000

Full-Time Student

-$10

Founder

-$1000+

Individual

Sponsor
--$125-$250
I also wish to make an additional contribution of $
to assist the Northwest Regional China Council with its work. Please
detach and return with a check payable to the Northwest Regional China Council. To use Mastercard or Visa, complete the following
information:

Card No.

Expiration date

Signature

THE NORTIIWEST REGIONAL COUNCIL is formed to deepen public understanding of China's history, culture, and
contemporary affairs (in the People's Republic, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and among Chinese-Americans). Our events are held
allover Oregon and include exhibitions, lectures, conferences, tours, and business seminars. The Northwest China Council
is an independent non-profit corporation and one of twelve regional China councils in the U.S. affiliated with The Asia Society.

Northwest Regional China Council
P.O. Box 751
Portland, OR 97207
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